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Highlighter tool for PDF and websites. Free and easy to use. YouTube summary and Kindle highlights importer are also available.

Easily highlight PDF and websites, save it for later, and share it with everyone. 

Glasp is a free Chrome Extension that lets you quickly highlight websites and PDF �les with colored highlighting options, which are then 

automatically curated to your Glasp homepage. These highlights can then be tagged, searched for, linked to, and shared on a variety of other 

pla�orms, including Twi�er, Teams, and Slack. YouTube, web article, and PDF summarization functions are powered by AI models such as ChatG

(OpenAI) and Claude (Anthropic). 

You can see all the highlights and notes in the sidebar on the web and PDF, and clicking each highlight takes you to the highlighted place in the 

web page or inside the PDF. Also, you can tag the web page and PDF and see what other people highlighted in the website or PDF from the 

sidebar With one click the content you’ve collected appears across all your devices!
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4.7 out of 5

274 ratings • Google doesn't verify reviews. Learn more about results and reviews.

Can you create an option for users to add their preferred color labels.

amazing tool, really helpful great thanks to glasp creators...you guys are awesome...!

1 person found this review to be helpful

Kaz Nak Developer Jan 15, 2024

Thank you for the review, sarath! 

 

So glad to hear that! Let us know if you have any questions :)

I found another extension that does the same thing and doesn't require registration, so I don't recommend it.

3 out of 5 people found this helpful

Details

Version

1.0.16

Updated

October 20, 2023

Report a concern

Size

2.45MiB

Languages

English (United States)

Developer

Glasp

Glasp Inc.

1 Embarcadero Ctr Lobby

Level, ELI #112 San Francisco,

CA 94111 US

Website

Email

Trader

This developer has identi�ed

itself as a trader per the

de�nition from the European

Union.

Privacy

Glasp PDF & Web Highlighter + YouTube Summary has disclosed the following information

regarding the collection and usage of your data. More detailed information can be found in the

developer's privacy policy.

Glasp PDF & Web Highlighter + YouTube Summary collects the following:

Website content

This developer declares that your data is

Not being sold to third parties, outside of th

approved use cases

Not being used or transferred for purposes

that are unrelated to the item's core

functionality

Not being used or transferred to determine

creditworthiness or for lending purposes

Support
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Compose AI: AI-powered…

Writing Tool

4.1 (207)

Accelerate your writing with AI

ChatGPT Writer - Write…

mail, messages with AI

4.6 (1.2K)

Write emails, messages, and

more using ChatGPT AI…

NoteGPT: YouTube…

Summary with ChatGPT &

4.2 (164)

Using ChatGPT OpenAI to

summarize YouTube videos.…

YouTube Summary with…

ChatGPT & Claude

4.1 (537)

Summarize YouTube videos, web

articles, and PDFs to save tim…
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